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  Abstract — A robot is normally an electro-mechanical machine that is guided by PC and electronic programming. 

Numerous robots have been worked for assembling reason and can be found in industrial facilities around the globe. 

Planning of the most recent upset ROBOT which can be controlling utilizing an Application for android portable and the 

client jars situate wherever control it . Also, in which we utilize Bluetooth correspondence to interface Arduino UNO and 

android. Arduino can be interfaced to the Bluetooth module however UART convention. As per charges got from android 

the robot movement can be controlled. The predictable yield of a mechanical framework alongside quality and repeatability 

are unmatched. This robots can be reprogrammable and can be exchanged to give different applications. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

capacity and more specialized strategies. Bluetooth is predominantly utilized for information trade; add new highlights to 

advanced mobile phones. Bluetooth innovation, made by telecom seller Ericsson in 1994, demonstrates its preference by 

coordinating with advanced cells. It has changed how individuals utilize computerized gadget at home or office, and has exchanged 

conventional wired advanced gadgets into remote gadgets. A host Bluetooth gadget is fit for speaking with up to seven Bluetooth 

modules at same time through one connection . Considering its typical working region of inside eight meters, it is particularly 

valuable in home condition. Thank for Bluetooth innovation and other comparative procedures, with emotional increment in Cell 

phone clients, advanced mobile phones have bit by bit transformed into a universally handy compact gadget and gave individuals to 

their day by day utilize. As of late, an open-source stage [5].Android has been broadly utilized as a part of advanced mobile phones. 

Android has finish programming bundle comprising of a working framework, middleware layer and center applications. Not the 

same as other existing stage like iOS (iPhone OS), it accompanies programming advancement unit (SDK), which gives basic 

apparatuses and Application [6]. Utilizing a Cell phone as the "mind" of a robot is as of now a dynamic research field with a few 

open openings and promising conceivable outcomes. In this paper we display a survey of current robots controlled by cell phone 

and talk about a shut circle control frameworks utilizing sound channels of cell phones, for example, telephones and tablet PCs. In 

our work, move the robot upward, in reverse, left and right side by the android application, for example, Bluetooth Terminal. 

II.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The reason for our exploration is to furnish more straightforward robot's equipment engineering yet with capable computational 

stages so robot's creator can center around their examination and tests rather than Bluetooth association framework. This basic 

design is additionally helpful for instructive mechanical technology, since understudies can fabricate their own particular robots 

with ease and utilize them as stage for tests in a few courses. Regular control structures: The accompanying rundown 

demonstrates normal robot control engineering. 

A. ARDUINO 

 

Arduino is an open-source PC equipment and programming organization, undertaking and client group that plans and produces 

microcontroller-based units for building computerized gadgets and intuitive articles that can detect and control protests in the 

physical world. Arduino had utilized the Atmel Atmega AVR arrangement of chips, particularly the ATmega8, ATmega168, 

ATmega328, ATmega1280, and ATmega2560. 

B. HC-05 

 

A HC-05 module is a simple to utilize Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port Convention) module, intended for straightforward remote 

serial association setup. Serial port Bluetooth module is completely qualified Bluetooth V2.0+EDR (Upgraded Information Rate) 

3Mbps Tweak with finish 2.4GHz radio handset and baseband. It utilizes CSR Blue center 04-Outside single chip Bluetooth 

framework with CMOS innovation and with AFH (Versatile Recurrence Jumping Highlight).  

 

It has the impression as little as 12.7mmx27mm. Expectation it will rearrange your general outline/improvement cycle. 
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III.BLOCK DIAGRAM 

                                     
                                                                

 

                                                     Fig.1 Block Diagram of the Project 

C. ANDROID PHONE: 

 

In this venture we will control the robot utilizing Android Telephone by utilizing an application which we will get from 

Android Play store. By introducing the application we can move the robot four way i.e., is front, turn around, left and right 

headings [7]. 

D. BLUETOOTH RECEIVER: 

 

Bluetooth Collector comprises of Bluetooth serial interface module and Bluetooth connector. Bluetooth serial module is utilized 

for changing over serial port to Bluetooth. This module has two modes: ace and slaver gadget. The gadget named after considerably 

number is characterized to be ace or slaver when out of plant and can't change to the next mode. In any case, for the gadget named 

after odd number, clients can set the work mode (ace or slaver) of the gadget by AT charges [8][9]. 

E. ARDUINO UNO: 

 

The Arduino Uno is a 8 bit microcontroller board based on the ATmega328.It has 14 digital pins and 6 analog pins and other 

power pins such as, GND, VCC, It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 

MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It has SRAM 2kb and flash memory 

32kb. EEPROM with 1KB. Arduino is open source hardware board with many open source libraries to interface it on board 

microcontroller with many other  external components like LED, motors, IR sensors and many other things one want to interface 

with Arduino board. Arduino is a complete board which include  all things to connect with external peripheral and to program 

through computer. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller. We either need to connect it to a computer using a 

USB cable or power it with an AC-to-DC (7-12v) adapter. The Arduino circuit acts as an interface between the software part and 

the hardware part of the project [10]. 

F.  L293D: 

The L293D is a coordinated solid circuit in a 15lead Multiwatt and PowerSO20 bundles. It is a high voltage, high flow double 

full-connect driver intended to acknowledge standard TTL rationale levels and drive inductive loads, for example, transfers, 

solenoids, DC and venturing engines. Two empower inputs are given to empower or cripple the gadget freely of the information 

signals. The producers of the lower transistors of each scaffold are associated together and the comparing outer terminal can be 

utilized for the association of an outside detecting resistor. An extra supply input is given with the goal that the rationale works at a 

lower voltage. 

G.  DC MOTOR: 

Relatively every mechanical development that we see around us is refined by an electric engine. Electric machines are methods 

for changing over vitality. Engines take electrical vitality and deliver mechanical vitality. Electric engine is utilized to control many 

gadgets we use in regular daily existence. A case of little engine applications incorporates engines utilized as a part of vehicles, 

robot, hand control instruments and nourishment blenders. Miniaturized scale machines are electric machines with parts the span of 

red platelets and find numerous applications in medication. 

        I   SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: 

The shrewd microcontroller unit named as Arduino Uno can be modified with the Arduino programming there in no any 

prerequisite for introducing other programming as opposed to Arduino. Right off the bat, Select "Arduino Uno from the 

Instruments , Board menu (as indicated by the microcontroller on your board).The IC utilized named as ATmega328 on the 

Arduino Uno comes pre consumed with a boot loader that enables you to transfer new code to it without the utilization of an 

outer equipment software engineer. Correspondence is utilizing the first STK500 convention (reference, C header files).We can 

likewise sidestep the boot loader and projects the microcontroller through the ICSP (In Circuit Serial Programming) header. The 

ATmega16U2 (or 8U2 in the rev1 and rev2 sheets) firmware source code is accessible. The ATmega16U2/8U2 is stacked with a 

DFU boot loader, which can be actuated by:  
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On Rev1 sheets: interfacing the bind jumper on the back of the board (close to the guide of Italy) and afterward resetting the 

8U2. On Rev2 or later sheets: there is a resistor that pulling the 8U2/16U2 HWB line to ground, making it less demanding to put 

into DFU mode.  

 

The Arduino Uno is one of the most recent brilliant microcontroller unit and has various offices for speaking with a PC, 

another Arduino, or different microcontrollers. The ATmega328 gives UART TTL at (5V) with serial correspondence, which is 

accessible on advanced pins 0 -  

 

- (RX) for get the information and stick no.1 (TX) for transmit the information. An ATmega16U2 on the board channels this 

serial correspondence over USB and shows up as a virtual com port to programming on the PC. The '16U2 firmware utilizes the 

standard 
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